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Enterprise Information Resources Inc. Sponsors SuccessFactors' 
SuccessConnect 2013  

 
EIR offers SuccessFactors customers compensation consulting services 
ranging from technical implementations to full service engagements 
 
The Venetian Resort - Las Vegas, NV 2013 
 
Enterprise Information Resources Inc. (EIR), compensation consulting 
experts, today announced that the company is a Silver level sponsor at 
SuccessFactors', an SAP company, annual SuccessConnect conference -
- one of the top HR events of the year, where industry thought leaders, 
current customers, technology partners, and solution experts come 
together to share experiences, best practices, and new innovations. The 
conference will be held from October 9-11th at the Venetian Hotel Resort 
in Las Vegas, NV. 
 
EIR's continued partnership with SAP's SuccessFactors provides 
comprehensive consulting for new and existing SuccessFactors 
Compensation and Variable Pay customers. EIR offers complete 
compensation implementation , best practices consulting, go-live 
support and annual cycle prep services. Organizations rely on EIR's deep 
functional knowledge and technical expertise for application solutions 
tailored to meet their specific compensation requirements. 
 
“Our consulting engagement goals are simple and powerful -- listen to 
the customer and offer the best approach and timely delivery of the right 
solution,” said France Lampron, president and CEO of EIR. “This single 
focus is truly the basis of our success. Our ongoing partnership with 
SuccessFactors fits perfectly with our business model and their goals for 
customers.” 
 
SuccessConnect 2013 will deliver world-class content and keynotes from 
SuccessFactors executives, customers, industry analysts, and other well-
recognized leaders. The event will also include programs for prospective 
customers who want to learn more about SuccessFactors' solutions. 
 
To register and for more information on SuccessConnect 2013, please 
visit: http://www.successfactors.com/en_us/successconnect.html 
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About Enterprise Information Resources Inc. 
Enterprise Information Resources Inc. (EIR) is a systems and services consulting company 
specializing in base and variable pay compensation solutions closely integrated with the 
goals and performance solutions for new and existing SAP/SuccessFactors customers. EIR 
brings extensive functional knowledge, deep technical expertise, and an unparalleled 
record of success, and EIR CompTools™, cloud-based advanced data preparation tools 
for the transformation of compensation data. EIR CompTools leverages the rich features 
of the SuccessFactors Compensation solution from SuccessFactors, an SAP company. EIR 
has SAP-validated expertise in HR cloud solutions. 
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